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We have performed the first search for CP violation in tau lepton decay. CP violation in lepton
decay does not occur in the minimal standard model but can occur in extensions such as the multi-
Higgs doublet model. It appears as a characteristic difference between the t2 and t1 decay angular
distributions for the semileptonic decay modes such as t2 ! K0p2n. We define an observable
asymmetry to exploit this and find no evidence for any CP violation. [S0031-9007(98)07548-6]
PACS numbers: 13.35.Dx, 11.30.Er, 12.60.Fr, 14.60.Fg
To date CP violation has been observed only in the
kaon system [1], and its origin remains unknown. In the
minimal standard model (MSM) CP violation is restricted
to the quark sector and cannot occur in lepton decay [2].
It can, however, occur in extensions to the MSM such as
the three Higgs doublet model [3]. It appears that there
is insufficient CP violation in the MSM to generate the
apparent matter-antimatter asymmetry of the Universe [4].
Searches for additional CP violation beyond the MSM
may help reconcile this problem.
CP violation appears as a phase uCP in the gauge
boson-fermion coupling constant, CP:uCP ! 2uCP . The
physical effects of such a phase are manifest only in the
interference of two amplitudes with both relative CP-odd
phase uCP and relative CP-even phase d [the interference
term is proportional to cossd 2 uCPd]. In tau lepton de-
cay the two amplitudes could come from the MSM vec-
tor boson exchange sW d and the extended standard model
scalar (Higgs) exchange. The CP-odd phase comes from
the imaginary part of the complex scalar coupling con-
stant. The CP-even phase difference is provided by the
final state interaction (strong) phase that is different for
s-wave scalar exchange and p-wave vector exchange and
arises only in semileptonic decay modes with at least two
final state hadrons st2 ! h1h2ntd. The final state in-
teraction is described by the s-wave and p-wave form
factors, Fs ­ jFsjeids and Fp ­ jFpjeidp , respectively,
so that the strong phase difference is dstrong ­ dp 2 ds.
The CP-violating s-p wave interference term is then
proportional to jFpj jFsjg cossdstrong 2 uCPd cosb cosc,
where b and c are physical decay angles measured in
the hadronic rest frame s $ph1 1 $ph2 ­ 0d [5]. The direc-
tion of the laboratory frame as viewed from the hadronic
rest frame is $plab , and b is the angle between the direc-
tion of h1 or h2 and $plab . c is the angle between the
tau flight direction and $plab . The ratio of scalar to vec-
tor coupling strength is g (i.e., g is in units of GFy2
p
2).
Since the sign of uCP changes for the CP conjugate t2
and t1, we define an experimentally measurable asym-
metry Asampleobs scosb coscd for an event sample in terms
of the number of events from t6 decay, N6scosb coscd,
in a particular interval of cosb cosc:
A
sample
obs scosb coscd
­
N1scosb coscd 2 N2scosb coscd
N1scosb coscd 1 N2scosb coscd
.
The theoretical calculable CP asymmetry for a particular
decay mode, Amodetheory , assuming a perfect detector, is
Amodetheoryscosb coscd ­ Kg sindstrong sinuCP cosb cosc .
K is a constant calculated from the matrix element that
depends on the particular choice of form factors for the
decay mode. To relate Asampleobs to Amodetheory we need to
take into account the imperfections of a real detector.
It is experimentally very difficult to isolate a pure event
sample of one particular mode due to backgrounds. A
sample will consist of a set of modes, each a fraction
f
sample
mode of the total sample, with a theoretically expected
CP asymmetry amode relative to the signal mode. The
finite resolution of a real detector can reduce (dilute) the
theoretically expected CP asymmetry by a factor Ddet. In
addition, differences in detection efficiency for t1 and
t2 can result in an observed asymmetry Asampledet in the
absence of any CP violation. Assuming Asampledet to be
small (i.e., ¿1) we can relate the observed asymmetry in
any event sample to the theoretical CP asymmetry of the
signal mode,
A
sample
obs ­ Smodef
sample
mode amodeDdetA
sig
theory 1 A
sample
det .
(1)
The asymmetry is linear in cosb cosc, and we do not
expect an overall rate asymmetry due to CP violation [6]
since Z 11
21
dxAtheorysxd ­ 0; x ­ cosb cosc .
We select a t2 ! K0Sh2nt , K0S ! p1p2 event sample
since a mass dependent Higgs-like coupling would give
the largest asymmetry in this mode and with three
charged tracks in the final state the decay angles are well
measured. Here h2 is a charged pion or kaon.
The data used in this analysis have been collected
from e1e2 collisions at a center of mass energy s
p
sd of
10.6 GeV with the CLEO II detector at the Cornell Elec-
tron Storage Ring (CESR). The total integrated luminos-
ity of the data sample is 4.8 fb21, corresponding to the
production of 4.4 3 106t1t2 events. The CLEO II de-
tector has been described elsewhere [7].
We select events with a total of 4 charged tracks
and zero net charge. Each track must have momentum
transverse to the beam axis pT . 0.025EbeamsEbeam ­p
sy2d and j cos uj , 0.90 where u is the polar angle with
respect to the beam direction. The event is divided into
two hemispheres by requiring one of the charged tracks
to be isolated by at least 90– from the other three (1 vs
3824
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3 topology). The isolated track is then required to have
momentum greater than 0.05Ebeam and j cos uj , 0.80
to ensure efficient triggering and reduce backgrounds
from two photon processes and beam gas interactions.
To further reduce the two photon backgrounds and also
continuum quark-antiquark production sqqd we require
that the net missing momentum of the event be greater
than 0.03Ebeam in the transverse plane and not point to
within 18– of the beam axis. We also require the total
visible energy in the event to be between 0.7Ebeam and
1.7Ebeam.
Events are permitted to contain a pair of unmatched en-
ergy clusters in the calorimeter (i.e., those not matched
with a charged particle track projection) in the 1-prong
hemisphere with energy greater than 100 MeV consis-
tent with p0 decay. After p0 reconstruction we re-
ject events with remaining unmatched showers of greater
than 350 MeV. We further reject events with showers
of energy above 100 MeV in the 3-prong hemisphere or
300 MeV in the 1-prong hemisphere provided such show-
ers are well isolated from the nearest track projection (by
at least 30 cm) and have photonlike lateral profiles. These
vetoes suppress backgrounds from qq events and tau feed-
across (i.e., tau decay modes containing unreconstructed
p0’s or K0L’s).
The K0S is identified by requiring two of the tracks
in the 3-prong hemisphere to be consistent with the
decay K0S ! p1p2. We determine the K0S decay point
in the x-y plane (transverse to the beam direction) by
the intersection of the two tracks projected onto this
plane. This point must lie at least 5 mm from the mean
e1e2 interaction point (IP). We require that the distance
between the two tracks in z (beam direction) at the decay
point be less than 12 mm to ensure that the tracks form a
good vertex in three dimensions. The distance of closest
approach to the IP of the line defined by the x-y projection
of the K0S momentum vector must be less than 2 mm. The
invariant mass of the pair of tracks, assumed to be pions,
must be within 20 MeV of the known K0S mass. We
define a sideband region 30–90 MeV above and below
the K0S mass to use as a control sample.
Figure 1 shows the invariant mass distribution af-
ter all selection criteria. Using this sample we mea-
sure the asymmetry for both signal and sideband in
two intervals of cosb cosc, Asig,sideobs scosb cosc , 0d
and Asig,sideobs scosb cosc . 0d, given in Table I. Both
signal and sideband exhibit similar nonzero asymme-
tries but with low statistical significance. The mea-
sured asymmetries are insensitive to small variations
in the selection criteria. In addition to CP violation,
a nonzero asymmetry can arise from either a statisti-
cal fluctuation or a difference in detection efficiency
for positive and negative charged particles sAsampledet d.
A Monte Carlo simulation is used to estimate the ex-
pected CP violation in terms of the extended stan-
dard model scalar coupling parameters. The sideband
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FIG. 1. The p1p2 invariant mass distribution for the final
data sample.
sample is used to empirically estimate the asymmetry due
to detector effects.
To estimate the expected CP-violating asymmetry,
A
K0S p
2nt
theory , for a pure t2 ! K0Sp2nt sample we use the
KORALB Monte Carlo [8] to generate t pairs. It has
been modified to include a scalar Higgs coupling in ad-
dition to the standard model W boson coupling, for the
signal K0Sp2nt mode. We set Fs ­ 1 (i.e., nonreso-
nant decay) and Fp to be a relativistic Breit-Wigner
with two body p-wave energy dependent width for the
Kps892d resonance, normalized so that Fpsq2 ­ 0d ­ 1
where q is the four momenta transferred in the reac-
tion. Hence Fp À Fs for the kinematically accessible
q2 and the average strong phase difference is kdstrongl ­
py2. The GEANT code [9] is used to simulate detec-
tor response and assumes equal detection efficiencies
for positive and negative charged particles. We cal-
culate AK
0
S p
2nt
theory scosb cosc , 0d ­ 20.033g sinuCP and
A
K0S p
2nt
theory scosb cosc . 0d ­ 10.033g sinuCP for a pure
t2 ! K0Sp2nt signal. The dilution from detector reso-
lution effects is negligible due to the high precision of the
tracking, Ddet ­ 1.0. From Eq. (1) we see that to com-
pare AK
0
S p
2nt
theory to A
sample
obs we must take into account the
diluting effect of backgrounds s fsamplemode , amoded since the
signal region is not pure K0Sp2nt and also estimate
the asymmetry expected from charge dependent detection
inefficiencies alone, Asampledet .
TABLE I. Observed asymmetries in signal and sideband
regions.
Aobsscosb cosc , 0d Aobsscosb cosc . 0d
Signal 0.058 6 0.023 0.024 6 0.021
Sideband 0.049 6 0.030 0.034 6 0.033
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TABLE II. Signal and sideband mode composition. fsig,sidemode is the fraction of the total signal or sideband sample for a particular
mode. amode is the approximate magnitude of asymmetry expected relative to the t2 ! K0Sp2nt mode. The last column gives
the dilution factor expected from backgrounds when the measured asymmetry in the sideband control sample is subtracted from the
measured asymmetry in the signal sample, Dbkg ­ Smodes f
sig
mode 2 f
side
modedamode ­ 0.48.
Tau mode amode fsigmode f
side
mode s f
sig
mode 2 f
side
modedamode
K0Sp2nt 1 0.525 6 0.057 0.043 6 0.005 0.4820 6 0.0570
K0SK2nt 1y20 0.124 6 0.036 0.009 6 0.003 0.0060 6 0.0020
a21 nt 1y80 0.106 6 0.003 0.620 6 0.013 20.0064 6 0.0002
K0Sp2p0nt 1y4 0.066 6 0.016 0.006 6 0.002 0.0150 6 0.0040
K0SK
0
Lp
2nt 1y80 0.055 6 0.018 0.003 6 0.001 0.0007 6 0.0002
K0SK2p0nt 1y20 0.030 6 0.008 0.003 6 0.001 0.0014 6 0.0004
p1p2p2p0nt 1y20 0.028 6 0.002 0.167 6 0.007 20.0070 6 0.0004
K2p1p2nt 1y4 0.008 6 0.003 0.043 6 0.007 20.0090 6 0.0020
Others 0 0.012 6 0.002 0.071 6 0.017 0
qq 0 0.044 6 0.003 0.037 6 0.003 0
Total · · · 1.00 6 0.07 1.00 6 0.03 0.48 6 0.06
Table II gives the estimated signal and sideband com-
positions by mode where the Lund Monte Carlo [10] has
been used to generate the qq events. The backgrounds
arise from our inability to distinguish charged kaons and
pions in the desired momentum range, lack of K0L iden-
tification, particles that fall outside the fiducial region
of the detector, and charged track mismeasurement. We
note that the signal and sidebands are composed of dif-
ferent modes and it is unlikely that both samples would
exhibit a similar CP asymmetry since the strong phases,
and possibly the coupling strengths, are different for each
mode. Also the samples exhibit an overall rate asymme-
try not expected from CP-violating interference effects
[6]. However, the effects of charge dependent detection
inefficiencies are similar as both samples satisfy the same
kinematic selection criteria so
A
sig
det ­ A
side
det . (2)
Studies of pions from an independent K0S ! p1p2
sample indicate that at low momentum the reconstruction
efficiency for p1 is slightly greater than p2 and also the
reconstruction of a K0S in close proximity to a p1 is slightly
more efficient than for a p2. The hadronic interaction of
charged pions and kaons with the CsI crystals can produce
fake electromagnetic clusters which can then be used to
veto the event. The cross sections for these interactions
are different for positive and negative charged hadrons
and cause charge dependent detection inefficiencies. All
of these effects are more pronounced at lower momentum
s,1 GeVd and thus for cosb cosc , 0.0 since the pion
from t2 ! K0Sp2nt tends to be of lower momentum in
this region. The sidebands may be used as a control sample
to estimate these combined effects in our signal region
in a simple empirical way providing we assume that any
CP-violating effects are suppressed in the sideband modes.
Table II gives the expectedCP-violating asymmetryamode
relative to the t2 ! K0Sp2nt signal mode for both signal
and sideband samples. Two effects cause the expected
CP asymmetry in the background modes to be less than
in the signal mode: First from the mass dependence of
the Higgs coupling and second due to the dilution of the
p-wave nature of the standard model final state. For
example, the t2 ! p2p1p2nt mode is dominated in
the standard model decay by an s-wave t2 ! a21 nt !
r0p2nt intermediate state which dilutes the s-p wave
interference by a factor of ø4 in addition to a mass
suppression of muyms relative to the K0Sp2 mode. From
Table II we see that the sideband should have negligible
asymmetry with respect to the signal under the assumption
of a mass dependent coupling and can be used as a
control sample to subtract the charge dependent detector
asymmetries common to both signal and sideband. Using
Eqs. (1) and (2),
Asubobs ­ A
sig
obs 2 A
side
obs
­ Smodes f
sig
mode 2 f
side
modedamodeA
K0S p
2nt
theory
­ DbkgA
K0S p
2nt
theory .
Taking Dbkg from Table II we see that if a true
CP violation exists the subtracted quantity should still
exhibit a significant asymmetry but diluted by a factor
of 0.48. From Table I the measured subtracted asym-
metry is Asubobsscosb cosc , 0d ­ 0.009 6 0.038,
Asubobsscosb cosc . 0d ­ 20.010 6 0.039 which
is consistent with no CP violation. This can be
compared with a revised Monte Carlo estimate
that takes into account the background dilution
factor, DbkgA
K0S p
2nt
theory scosb cosc , 0d ­ 20.016g sin uCP ,
DbkgA
K0S p
2nt
theory scosb cosc . 0d ­ 0.016g sinuCP , to give
the constraint 21.7 , g sin uCP , 0.6 at the 90% confi-
dence limit.
To cross-check our assumption of suppressed CP
violation in the sidebands we measure the asymme-
try in an independent high-purity high-statistics data
sample of the dominant sideband mode, t2 ! a21 nt ,
3826
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using the selection criteria of Ref. [11]. We
find Aa1obsscosb cosc , 0d ­ 20.0013 6 0.0047,
A
a1
obsscosb cosc . 0d ­ 20.0023 6 0.0047 giving no
evidence for CP violation. The higher track momentum
and cluster veto thresholds combined with the absence of a
K0S requirement from this sample removes the contribution
to the asymmetry from charge dependent detection inef-
ficiencies but a true CP-violating effect should remain.
We note that by measuring the CP-violating asymmetry
in the dominant sideband mode as zero our results are
approximately valid for a nonmass dependent coupling.
However, we cannot fully relax this assumption due to
the difficulty of empirically isolating a sample of each
background mode in which to measure the asymmetry.
In conclusion, we have performed the first search
for CP violation in tau lepton decay. We find no
evidence for CP violation and constrain the coupling
strength g (in units of GFy2
p
2) and phase uCP of
a new CP-violating mass-dependent scalar interaction,
21.7 , g sinuCP , 0.6 at the 90% confidence limit,
assuming a nonresonant amplitude for the scalar decay.
At the forthcoming B-factory experiments we anticipate
substantial improvements in sensitivity both from the
increased statistical precision and detector improvements.
The addition of a K0L detector, K2yp2 separation, and
improved precision tracking will significantly decrease the
backgrounds which dilute the asymmetries.
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